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VISION

In the coin economy era, POLYCNT develops a global community platform. The
goal is to establish a trust process through blockchain, make corporate profits
transparent, and become the optimal platform to redistribute corporate profits
resulting from this. This community is a project to create a beautiful world, and is a
platform to support the safe and transparent coin economy era. In addition, we
operate a community platform through the POLYCNT Foundation's own proceeds
so that anyone can be free from energy and share profits through the community.
POLYCNT is a foundation that operates a hydrogen energy business. The
International Energy Agency (IAE) proposes a roadmap by 2050 to achieve carbon
neutrality with a zero net emission of carbon that accelerates global warming.
HEAB COIN contributes to the international community by achieving carbon
neutrality, and provides home, automobile, and industrial generators that produce
carbon-zero, eco-friendly energy green hydrogen with self-developed future
technology. It is a structure that distributes 50% of the profits generated by
supplying energy-friendly products to the blockchain community platform to create
a beautiful world.
The foundation generates revenue outside of the coin economy through the energy
industry, and uses the proceeds as operating funds for healthy community
operation. The funds are operated through the hydrogen industry, not through the
self-developed HEAB COIN. Therefore, the purpose of the foundation is not to
realize profits through the community platform. POLYCNT Foundation operators do
not expect revenue from HEAB COIN, but generate revenue on their own to make
the coin economy run smoothly. This structure further guarantees stability and
reliability for HEAB COIN investors and community users.

The POLYCNT Foundation will purchase HEAB COIN from the exchange every year
and distribute 50% of the net profit generated through various hydrogen projects to
users through the community. HEAB COIN is mined on the community platform and
used as a payment function and can be exchanged between users. You can make
contracts and payments in various business fields, such as cars that run on water
that will be developed on your own, hydrogen generators for home use, etc., and
you can receive discounts when paying with coins.
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BACKGROUND
Problems of the existing cryptocurrency market
1.

Investors are prioritized over users

Currently, the cryptocurrency ecosystem is dominated by investors. Therefore, the
success of a project is not determined by attracting users or promoting
decentralized services, but the coin price has become a measure of success.

2. Unbalanced coin economy
Many cryptocurrency projects actually start selling coins with the goal of realizing
future value and profits, regardless of whether the project is in progress. Thus, it is
often possible to spot a tendency to inflate the size of the economy by providing
excessive bonuses to early miners and investors. In this case, many coins are
distributed to only a small number of people, and this imbalance has made it
difficult to grow the ecosystem.

3. User experience issues
Although cryptocurrencies have become popular recently, it is still difficult for many
people to sign up for an exchange or sign up for a wallet. As cryptocurrencies
become popular, a lot of information can be easily obtained, but the problem of
information asymmetry is getting worse. There is a lack of decentralized apps
(Dapps) that are easy for users to use and provide quality services. While providing
quality information and services to many people, it will lead to the stability and
popularity of cryptocurrencies by solving the problems of security and reliability.

POLYTN SOLUTION
HEAB COIN takes advantage of the advantages of existing cryptocurrencies and at
the same time proceeds with a community system building project that
compensates for the aforementioned shortcomings. HEAB COIN will be provided as
a reasonable reward by solving the problems of the current cryptocurrency system,
allowing users to engage in stable community activities.

The goal is to prioritize users over investors and ensure stable project progress.
The core of the HEAB COIN project is to allow many people to safely experience
cryptocurrency and to participate in the coin economy in line with the purpose of
the project.
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POLYCNT PLATFORM
HEAB COMMUITY
HEAB COMMUNITY is a community platform with a virtuous cycle structure that can
exchange useful information about cryptocurrency. HEAB COMMUNITY was created
to provide a space for coin users to communicate and share information about the
cryptocurrency market and digital assets in the upcoming token economy.
Cryptocurrency created a community on the basis that the value is maintained and
increased through trust and promise between users. Therefore, to solve the
problems of the existing cryptocurrency market, HEAB COIN will be used as a
reward coin in the community.

That is, HEAB COMMUNITY has HEAB COIN, a participation reward point. Users
can be rewarded with HEAB COIN as a reward for community activities. The
rewarded HEAB COIN is for writing helpful posts to other users in the community,
for healthy community activities, for recommending other users’ good posts, for
sharing good posts and giving opinions, etc. HEAB COMMUNITY Points awarded
for correct activity overall in the activity. This HEAB COIN can be used in the
POLYCNT ecosystem. Typically, it can be used to purchase hydrogen generators
supplied by the POLYCNT Foundation.
HEAB COMMUNITY improves the current inefficient information accumulation and
distribution process in the token economy of the block chain, and activates the
token distribution of community projects through token point payment. HEAB COIN,
which is paid as a community activity reward, allows HEAB COIN holders to
participate more actively in the COMMUNITY project and make decisions as
investors.
In addition, since the COMMUNITY activity reward is incentivized with a token called
HEAB COIN, users’ activities on this COMMUNITY platform will become more active.
A structure is designed for mutual growth by aligning interests with token holders,
the COMMUNITY project, and the POLYCNT foundation. This will ultimately lead to
the growth of the entire blockchain industry, and cryptocurrencies will be
recognized and used in practice as a more transparent and sound economic tool.
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POLYCNT SERVICES

The POLYCNT Foundation typically builds business operation funds through the
following hydrogen projects. The details of the business are as follows. Hydrogen
is a non-metallic element and is the lightest element on Earth. It does not emit
polluting substances even when burned, so it is important as a non-polluting
energy source to replace coal and oil, and is a key element in future industries that
is being used.

1. Energy business
It is the world's first technology to produce unlimited energy 24 hours a day with a
technology to produce green hydrogen that can produce eco-friendly electricity.
Produces and sells generators for home, automobile, and industrial use.
-Replacement of platinum catalyst generating hydrogen energy- (1,000 times price
competitiveness)
-Commercialization of Green Hydrogen ENERGY (Energy reduction by 70%)
- ZERO carbon dioxide

2. Environmental business
By producing green hydrogen generator with zero carbon, drinking water, water
quality improvement, green algae, and red algae can be improved by more than
98%. Hydrogen is an energy environment business that is attracting attention as a
new and renewable energy field. When hydrogen energy is burned, only a very
small amount of nitrogen and water are produced, and it is a clean energy that
does not generate any pollutants.

3. Production of cars that run on water
The produced MoH green hydrogen can generate electricity directly through a gas
turbine in the form of a compressed mixed gas, or directly input into a hydrogen
fuel cell using a gas separator to produce electricity. It is going to reach you with
the world's first water-powered automobile production. Unlike conventional
hydrogen cars, it can be used without recharging with its own technology, and
1,860 liters of hydrogen are produced per 1 liter of water. fundamentally solve.
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HEAB COIN

HEAB COIN is an Ethereum-based token and was developed in December 2021.
The total issuance is 100 billion. It serves as a reward for community activities
within the community. It will also be used as a token to support payments and
transactions within the community.
HEAB COIN was created with the meaning of passing on a clean earth to
descendants through clean hydrogen energy and biotechnology and sharing
beautiful cultures around the world through a blockchain community platform to
create a happy, healthy and beautiful future for mankind together.

By building a community system that takes advantage of the advantages of existing
cryptocurrencies and compensates for the shortcomings, the problems of the
current virtual currency system are solved, and users receive reasonable
compensation as they engage in stable community activities.

HEAB COIN Features
1. HEAB COIN is not sold through ICO like many other coins. Therefore, HEAB
COIN will maintain a strategy that does not damage the initial purchaser as much
as coin distribution is made through the exchange without ICO, and it will be
positioned as a crypto asset that provides return on investment.
2. HEAB COIN intends to provide a measure to approach real assets rather than
virtual assets to solve this ecosystem. Existing cryptocurrencies are price formed
by the simple market principle of buying and selling, breaking away from the
concept of profit and loss, and return the profits earned by businesses to users
back to users, thereby enabling a virtuous cycle of the economy. It will have the
same value and will establish itself as an icon of a happy coin.
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HEAB COIN

3. HEAB COIN allows users to mine coins indefinitely regardless of the amount of
mining and earn profits. It is a system that develops environmental energy and
distributes the profits earned through the business to the community platform. 50%
of the profits earned by the foundation are repeatedly repurchased every year to
repurchase HEAB COIN, and it will be paid as a mining reward to users
participating in community activities. As a result, coins can be mined indefinitely,
and their value increases regardless of the issuance amount, and the reward value
received by users increases.

4. The strength of the HEAB COIN platform is that it is a system that meets the flow
of the international community. The International Energy Agency (IAE) has
presented a roadmap up to 2050 to achieve carbon neutrality (net zero) with zero
net emission of carbon that accelerates global warming, and HEAB COIN is also
developing an eco-friendly material called green hydrogen. This led to the mass
production process, and it will supply the eco-friendly energy that the international
community wants, and it will be able to play a certain role.

COIN ALLOCATIOIN
The distribution of a total of 100 billion tokens is as follows. 30% to HEAB
PLATFORM TEAM, 30% to community, 20% to SALE, 10% to marketing, and 10% to
events. HEAB COIN used in the actual community can be considered infinite as the
POLYCNT Foundation purchases and distributes it continuously.

TEAM 30%
COMMUNITY 30%
SALE 20%
MARKETING 10%
EVENT 10%
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HEAB COIN COMMUNITY
ECOSYSTEM
The HEAB COIN community is a platform where people around the world respect
each other's human rights, exchange peacefully, and create a genuine and
beautiful culture. In the future, HEAB COIN will be compatible and valuable as a
payment method within the community ecosystem.

How It Works
1. The goal is for anyone to participate with a good and beautiful heart
without discrimination based on national borders, religion or race.
2. The content of the platform can be shared regardless of any field, such
as video, music, culture, etc., but violent or not beautiful content, abusive
language, etc. will be removed, and it is a platform that is shared regardless
of the age of children or adults.
3. The blockchain is transparent and safe to operate, and all participants are
equally respected and coins are distributed as rewards.

4. Coins received as rewards can be sold on the exchange to earn profits,
and profits are continuously rewarded through community activities.

5. The advantage of the platform is that, unlike Facebook and YouTube, it
operates without advertisements, creating a new standard for participating in
the community.

6. In reality, it is a platform that preserves the earth where human beings live
beautifully and supplies clean energy so that mankind can live peacefully
with infinite energy. do. Through this, we created a platform to connect the
real and virtual so that we can get to know each other anywhere in the world
and create true freedom and peace.
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ROAD MAP
HEAB COIN plans to develop an optimized platform for community activity rewards
and proceed according to the HEAB PLATFORM company roadmap.

2021 Year







Organized key personnel meetup & seminar
Business area design completed
HEAB COIN development completed
Listed on Elbank, an overseas cryptocurrency exchange
Establishment of MD
Partner company agreement (POLYCNT, ECOLGREENTECH, CNL BEST,
HANSUNG BIO, CLEAN & SAFTY, RAONMEDIA, TEMPUS)

2022 Year












Promotion of establishment of research institute
Recruitment of talents by specialized field (Senior Doctor of Electrical
Engineering, Senior Doctor of Electronics, Senior Doctor of CNT, Senior Doctor
of Mechanical Equipment, Senior Doctor of Military & Aviation, Senior Doctor of
Communication)
Creating a beautiful world community platform development
Purchase of site for Korean factory and start of construction
Contracted with 250,000 pyeong of factory in Shenzhen, China
Listed on the overseas cryptocurrency exchange Bittrex
Listed on the 3rd~7th foreign cryptocurrency exchange
Business agreement with a global media broadcasting company in New York,
USA
Conducted a program to promote corporate export to the US, China, Europe,
and Southeast Asia
Entered into a small business consulting and overseas export support
community shopping mall
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ROAD MAP









Entered into a small business consulting and overseas export support
community shopping mall
Listing on the 1st to 3rd largest cryptocurrency exchange in Korea
Applied to unlimited hydrogen energy drone, test flight test
Production of household hydrogen water and water purifier
Production of household hydrogen gas kitchen appliances
3~5KW production of unlimited hydrogen electricity for home use
Test and production of battery-free devices for electric vehicles
Test and production of unlimited hydrogen fuel devices to replace existing fuels
for diesel, gasoline, and gas vehicles

2023 Year





Hydrogen generator supply to domestic zero-energy project pilot complex
Supplied hydrogen generators to zero-energy businesses such as the US,
China, and India
Unlimited hydrogen energy fuel test for ships and trains
Worldwide unlimited hydrogen energy home and industrial generator supply
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BUSINESS
TEAM MEMBER

LEE
WOENGILL

LEE
JAESIK

-POLYCNT CEO
-Environment 〮 Ceramic
nano new materials 〮
Quality 〮 Semiconductors
〮 Management

-ECOLGREENTECH CEO
-Plant-derived
biodegradable PLA
materials and products
-Platinum replacement
metal-free cell stack and
CNT materials and products

KO
MANSEOG

PARK
CHUNGRYEOL

-Pyeongan Development
CEO
-Real estate
development〮sale
- Representative of Hwa
Tong

-CEO of Rijo
Construction

CHOI
BYEONGYUN

CHO DONGMAN

-Raon Media CEO
-Human Rights 〮
Freedom 〮 Global Media
for Peace
- Development of a
beautiful world
community platform

-Sanitation products 〮
Manufacture of
household products 〮
Sales food 〮 Trade 〮
Distribution
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BUSINESS
PARTNERS
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ESCAPE CLAUSE
The HEAB COIN project is carried out by the POLYCNT operating foundation, and various
policies for the activation of HEAB COIN will be added. Important matters will be
continuously announced on the site, and more services will be updated in the process of
growing into a global payment system beyond the domestic market.
This white paper contains information about HEAB COIN. If you are unsure of your future
actions, we recommend that you seek legal, financial, or other professional advice.

Legal Notice
First
This white paper was written for the purpose of reference only to provide specific
information on the contents of the HEAB COIN project of POLYCNT. This white
paper is provided for informational purposes only, and may be reviewed and
revised due to the schedule and progress of the project and external factors.

Second
This white paper has not been prepared for the purpose of soliciting and receiving
funds, and the issuance of this white paper should not be construed as an offer to
purchase. In addition, the act of transmitting this white paper by a third party
should not be construed as an investment proposal.

Third
Conclusions reached in this white paper are express or implied and do not
guarantee the accuracy and make no warranty of any kind. This white paper does
not contain any warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or
violation of titles or laws. POLYCNT, the operating foundation of HEAB COIN, does
not expressly take responsibility for any kind of damage caused by the use,
reference or reliance on the information contained in this white paper.

Fourth
The contents of this white paper cannot be construed as legal, financial,
accounting, tax, etc. under any circumstances. In the process of purchasing and
using HEAB COIN, separate legal, financial, accounting, etc. disposition may occur
according to each country's policies and laws. HEAB COIN purchasers may need
separate advice on this, and the POLYCNT Operation Foundation is not responsible
for these matters.
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ESCAPE CLAUSE
Fifth
System construction may be delayed or other losses may occur due to unintended reasons
such as system attacks from third parties, natural disasters, and force majeure. It is not
free from all risks, including the decline in the value of HEAB COIN, changes in the market
environment, uncertainty, political risks, and competition with competitors. Therefore, due
to this, the POLYCNT project may be suspended or the direction and plan of the roadmap
may be changed.

Sixth
This white paper does not represent or guarantee the accuracy of any content to
you, and does not assume any legal responsibility for it. If you refer to this white
paper in your decision-making actions, it is clearly stated that the results are
entirely at your discretion, regardless of profit or loss. Therefore, even if any other
damage such as loss or damage occurs to you by using this white paper, the
POLYCNT Operation Foundation shall not be liable for compensation or other
compensation.

Seventh
This white paper may be translated into other languages, but the content may not
be accurately delivered in the process. The development process will also be
continuously improved, and if there is a discrepancy with the content of the white
paper in the process of technology introduction and implementation, the
technology implementation takes precedence over the content of the white paper.
In addition, certain expressions specified in this white paper contain forwardlooking statements about the future, prospects, etc. of HEAB COIN business.
These statements are not statements based on historical facts.

Eighth
Distribution or dissemination of all or part of this White Paper may be prohibited or
restricted by the laws or regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction. If restrictions
apply, you should familiarize yourself with the restrictions that may be applied by
possession of this white paper. HEAB COIN and the POLYCNT operating
foundation are not responsible for this.

Ninth
The information in this white paper has not been reviewed or approved by
regulatory authorities. No such action has been taken in any jurisdiction. All or part
of this document cannot be reproduced or distributed in jurisdictions where the
HEAB COIN issuance method specified in this white paper is regulated or
prohibited. The POLYCNT operating foundation is not responsible for any
circumstances arising from your acceptance or reliance on all or part of this white
paper.
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